2019 - COTN DAY OF PRAYER – POINTS
THEME:
WE NEED A MOVE
Calling the Body and Society back to His Highway.

CORE SCRIPTURE:
Jeremiah 18:15 NAS
"For My people have forgotten Me,
They burn incense to worthless gods and they have stumbled from their ways,
From the ancient paths, to walk in bypaths,
Not on a highway”..

THEME SONG:
THIS IS A MOVE - by Brandon Lake.
(Worship teams are encouraged to learn or play the iTunes version)
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The Lord is calling us to the following, Pray that we will:
•
•
•
•

Be the demonstration of His Kingdom
Live and reflect The call and God’s Sending
There is a harvest coming in, help us to be powerful harvesters.
Come Deeper into the MOVE of the Spirit.

Ask the Lord that as people return to Him, that He will show us:
•
•

New ways of doing His work (new wineskins being birthed) and…
To grant us grace with changing mindsets and world views to be flexible from that
which have kept us in set patterns of doing things etc.

Tony Fitzgerald has specifically asked us to pray into….
•
•

This being COTN's transition year, as we enter into our 5th decade, to intercede
that we have the wisdom and clarity for the way ahead.
Also, that we have wisdom to help those that we have "sent" at the Sending,
to move into all that is before them.

Here is a pertinent scripture..

Isaiah 43: 18-19
“Do not remember the former things, nor consider the things of old.
Behold, I will do a new thing, Now it shall spring forth;
Shall you not know it? I will even make a road in the wilderness
And rivers in the desert”.
•

Pray that we don’t get stuck in the past. We are already in the New Wine skin
although we can’t appreciate or fully understand its new shape. Ask God to make
this clear.

•

The Lord is already sounding the call and some are hearing it but we are hearing
the ‘clarion call becoming louder’ and where some have heard and lined up to be
counted this clarion call will be so strong, so clear that it will break strongholds,
break the fear of previous mistakes, and past relationships. In this ‘alignment’ will
be vital.

•

Ask for Grace to see ‘alignment’ as being vital. Alignment will be tested but it
is a case of being aligned on the Highway of our God.
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Pray for:
•
•

The ‘clarion call’ and being called back to ‘His Highway’.
We often look to the past and the former things of COTN but we have just had
‘The Sending’ and we need to believe in, believe for, and experience those things
the Spirit is proclaiming for the future.

Mike Davies a new member of the COTN Apostolic Council recently wrote this
word prophetically toward this Prayer Day:

“I believe Dave’s walk is so significant not just for the UK, but for COTN and our new
direction. I see it will open up the Highway and I had a clear vision of Dave in a path in
open arable fields. As he walked and as he spoke out the fields came alive with new life
which was once dead. So dead that it was not even seen, or known to have ever existed.

Pray for Speaking New things..

I believe that many within the COTN family will speak into the things that our God had
previously told them to speak into but who were disobedient and did not do so at the
time.

Pray into the following..
In having the apostolic release through the Pilgrims Way walk, not only can I
clearly see the dead coming to life but a
(1) New army being formed and within a very short time we will
(2) See major influence into many of the mountains of life -especially
(3) In the area of mainstream media and in….
(4) Mainstream education (across the world)”.
• Please cover Dave and Carol and their team in prayer, who at this very time are in
the midst of their Prophetic, Walking the Way mission across the Ancient paths in
the south of England.
•

There are many positive thoughts that come with the picture of the Lord's Highway.
In these uncertain and shifting times Jesus is The Way and God provides a Highway.
• Pray for His path of stability and blessing and certainty for us all.
• Pray for the church to be putting on the shoes of readiness to announce the
gospel of peace - we signpost The Way.
• Please pray for the members of the COTN Apostolic Council as they watch over
our Values, Doctrines and hold all things in tension for us as a Church family.

The Word exhorts us to pray for those in authority:
•

Please Pray for your National Leaders at this turbulent time.
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